The windshield pod by Gauge Works is the best way to mount your gauges. The overhead design will allow you to keep your eyes on the road. The close proximity to the mirror assures that the gauges will get viewed often. And, a glance in the combined area of the gauges and mirror will give you a lot of information. Unlike pillar mounted gauges, the horizontal layout makes the gauges easy to read.

On Dodge applications, there is a metal seam just in back of the outer edge of the headliner material. In order to get the pod flush against the headliner, you must cut approximately 1/2-inch from the U-shaped, leading edge of the pod.

NOTE: The industrial-strength Velcro really works well when the adhesive is allowed to cure properly. Instead of installing the gauges into the pod first, install just the pod as per the instructions and allow the adhesive on the Velcro to cure for at least 30 minutes AT ROOM TEMPERATURE (not outside in the sun!) before pulling the pod back down and installing the gauges.